
Rocket® Mainstar® 
FastAudit

Benefits/Features

Without fast, accurate, reliable audits, you risk losing access not only to your IBM® z Systems data  

but also to your migrated DFSMS and DFSMShsm data. Keeps your z/OS® environment trouble-free  

with high-speed, accurate, and flexible audits using Rocket® Mainstar® FastAudit, a powerful data  

integration and auditing solution.

Maintain z/OS® data health with fast, flexible, 
accurate audits

Run audits as needed 
Run frequent audits, even during periods of heavy 
processing, and view and correct errors in ISPF.

Prevent data loss 
Maintain healthy metadata environments and 
prevent temporary or permanent loss of data access.

Customize and automate audits
Customize and prioritize audits and automated  
fixes for different types of data.

Tune DFSMShsm performance  
Use information from HSM FastAudit, HSM 
FastAudit-Media Controls, DFSMS MGMTCLAS 
auditing and other reports to tune DFSMShsm 
performance.

Maintain data integrity  
Audit the DFSMS Automatic Class Selection (ACS) 
routine and ensure the DFSMShsm management  
of data is correct and what is expected.
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Why use FastAudit?

1
In typical mainframe 
environments, DFSMShsm 
manages hundreds of thousands 
to millions of data assets.

With Rocket Mainstar Fast Audit you can:

Enable any storage admin 
Use FastAudit’s intuitive user interface with confidence, 
regardless of experience with DFSMShsm catalogs and 
tape-management systems. 

Improve data access 
Support 24x7 data access while protecting  
data assets.

Save DFSMShsm resource utilization 
FastAudit audits are non-disruptive to the catalog 
or DFSMShsm environment. DFSMShsm resource 
utilization, increasing productivity.

Increase auditing flexibility  
Design audits that fit your unique environment.

Proactively address metadata integrity 
Ensure the health of the metadata structures, 
controlling access to catalogs, DFSMShsm control 
data sets, and tapes controlled by your tape 
management system.

Improve auditing productivity  
Improve productivity by customizing and  
automating error correction.

2
60 to 150 times faster than  
the DFSMShsm AUDIT 
command and the Enhanced 
AUDIT command.

3
One HSM FastAudit procedure 
runs the equivalent of 
approximately 15  
AUDIT commands.

The future won’t wait—modernize today.
Book a demo
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